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Direct Renovation Products has been proudly
serving contractors and homeowners for over a
decade throughout Florida, the U.S. and Canada.
We provide all-wood kitchen and bath cabinetry
including our own DRP brand. We are now also
pleased to introduce our own DRP brand of
outdoor cabinetry available in many colors
and door styles! As always we offer free

“

design services!

Limited
Lifetime
Warranty!
!













Made of King StarBoard® Marine
Grade High Density Polyethylene
(HDPE); ¾” solid doors, side walls,
drawer fronts and sides
CNC Precision-made
Interlocking joints (M&T)
Solid color material
No welds or cam belts
Smooth edges
Sun safe
Easy to clean
Stain resistant
Insect proof
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Made in the USA
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Our “DRP” outdoor cabinetry features &
benefits:
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Design
Customer Service

Order

Assembly

Who We Are
For over a decade with pride and integrity, Direct
Renovation Products has been providing contractors
and homeowners all over Florida, the US and
Canada with “dream kitchens” that add value,
functionality and beauty to their homes.

We offer a variety of all-wood cabinetry from the
world’s leading manufacturers including our own
DRP brand. Now we are proud to introduce our
own “DRP” brand of outdoor cabinetry;
available in several styles and colors!
We can ship ready to assemble (RTA) or we can
assemble all of your cabinetry for you and deliver to
them to your location within your schedule.

The Decision
We know the decision to spend thousands of dollars
on a new indoor or outdoor kitchen isn’t easy and
the number of choices can be overwhelming.
However our experienced designers will walk you
through the entire process. They’ll help you get the
finest cabinets with the most features for your
investment. With your ideas, our suggestions and
advanced 3-D design software tools, our experts will
make your dream kitchen, bath or both become a
reality at absolutely no cost to you!
Not sure about a particular style, color or both? Ask
our designers about our *sample door program
which gives you an opportunity to bring home a
selection or two and decide which style and color
works best for you. (*Outdoor cabinetry excluded).
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Delivery

Our Order and Customer Service
Process
After key elements of your design are determined
including the manufacturer, cabinet type, style, color,
and any accessories; our customer service department
will confirm and process your order. We’ll then work to
determine the best possible ship date that will coincide
with your delivery requirements.
We pride ourselves on providing optimum customer
service from the initial order through delivery. We’ll
update you on the progress of your order all along the
way. Even more importantly, if there are any issues
after the delivery we will assist in resolving them to
your satisfaction.

Quality – Style - Value

Our team of trained professionals will assemble
each and every cabinet with care. For our allwood cabinetry, we use premium glues, screws,
forged staples and a clamp process to ensure your
cabinets will remain sturdy and reliable for many
years to come. Once inspected and protected for
shipping, we’ll deliver your indoor-outdoor “dream
kitchen” or “bath” to your location in a timely
manner, ready to install.
Our skills go well beyond just assembly. DRP can
customize or modify most any cabinet. Both our
HDPE and all-wood cabinetry selections can be
modified to fit custom requirements. Please also

talk to us about our countertop selections for your
indoor and outdoor kitchens!

Contact Us
Direct Renovation Products
3665 East Bay Drive, #212
Largo, Florida 33771
Telephone: 727-230-9907
Email Address:
info@directrenovations.com

RTA or Assembled?
Whether you’re remodeling an indoor or outdoor
kitchen (or bath) for personal enjoyment or you are a
contractor in need of a bulk order, ordering RTA or
ready to assemble cabinets can make a great deal of
sense. DRP can provide a less expensive alternative to
fully assembled cabinets. Our RTA cabinets offer the
craftsmanship you seek at factory direct pricing with
great customer service included!

Website:
www.directrenovations.com

Contact:

However, if you do not have the time or are not the DIY
type, DRP can provide pre-assembled cabinets.
We can eliminate the unknown and perhaps some
frustration by assembling your cabinets for you at our
own facilities!
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